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Introduction: I am a hard working (I worked for 72h nonstop once) 

technology doer (I test a lot and do stuff  instead of planning
 forever) that knows how to code, how to design processes, 
how to manage agile projects and even small teams and it’s 
dedicated to making the internet a better place for everyone 
(contributing to Mozilla and other projects from time to time).
Combining all of these with my programming ethics and 
knowledge, my exceptional organizational skills, my desire to 
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make the client happy and my desire to achieve goals makes 
me a good professional which any company can trust.
Interests in Big Data, Predictive and Prescriptive analytics, 
Research, Open Source, and Hockey.
HandsOn Experience in SAAS, Cloud solutions, SCM, ERP, 
CRM, Mobile Payments, OLAP
------------------
Some Facts:
--------------------
- Product Manager of a Cloud product for provisioning ST 
instances for Science Applications.
- Business Analysis and Product Management for an NFC 
mobile payment solution and for Science Application for 
Distribution Industry
- Experience in Programming, BA, PM and Business 
Development - good set of skills to help me understand all 
stakeholders (including the client)
- I do have strong analytical background (email marketing 
and marketing campaign - KPi, ROI, tracking and analyzing, 
clustering algorithms, predictive and prescriptive analytics )
- Huge international experience (USA, Australia, Europe, 
India), including remote
- Strong UX experience (journey maps, personas, LeanUx)
- Scrum, Kandan, IX lean Addict (that’s Agile)
- SAAS experience (design, planning, metrics, go-to-market)
- SQL and NoSQL knowledge
- API mashup experience
- Wireframe and Mockup master.
- Cloud Experience (ST, MT)
- Good at translating the feedback into tangible actions

 

Work experience
 
10/2014 - till now Senior Business Analyst with PM profile

IS/IT: Consultations, analyses, and project management

Infor (5000 - 9999 employees)
Infor is a privately held U.S. software company that specializes
in enterprise software ranging from financial systems and



resource planning (ERP) to supply chain and customer
relationships.
My duties include tasks from both Business analysis and 
Product Management.
- Responsible for a Cloud Product for provisioning ST instances
 for all of the Science products. Roadmap, coordination, 
variable cost, risks.
- Designing use-cases, stories, flow and process diagrams for 
science applications - Price and CRM optimization projects.
- Designing the complete process (start-to-end) for all of the 
teams involved
- Responsible for the Cloud product for creating Single-Tenant
 Science Applications (roadmap, requirements, testing, 
implementation)
 - Constant stakeholder communication (Customer(s), Product 
Manager, UX team, Science Team, Developers, Cloud Team)
 - Science algorithms exploration for dynamic clustering and 
predictive analytics
 - User Interface design and UX persona and journey maps 
creation
 - Participation in the estimate evaluation 
 - Task acceptance and validation rules creation
 - Proposing new NFRs, based on my vision of customer needs
 :)
- ISS scripting for software automation
- Writing Internal Documentation and customer facing 
instructions

 
01/2010 - 10/2014 Business Analyst/ Product Manager

IS/IT: Consultations, analyses, and project management

ZeroCrew 

In order to be a successful web professional I've decided to 
work as a contractor for a few amazing companies - to get to 
know all of the aspects of the web business.
Projects for Kolab Systems, MongoHQ, ZipDandy, PokeTalk, 
Nokia, Zeroturnaround, Glogster, Glogster EDU and Usersnap
- Designing the processes and implementing Bridge 
integration between Wordpress and vTiger
- Process design of a complete mail <-> SMS  solution
- Designing the processes of an MVP -  Saas for Education
 ( communication with all stakeholders, in charge for the 
implementation and testing )
- Business processes definition for more than 14 successful 
events (that’s offline)
- Collection requirements and defining players’ roles for an 
open source ecommerce solution + implementation of the 
integration (ZipDandy)
- Analysis of the users’ behaviour and designing the proper 
process for converting them to users.
- IT community Management



 
06/2007 - 12/2009 Product Manager/ BA

IS/IT: Consultations, analyses, and project management

SEP Bulgaria Inc. (50 - 99 employees)

A start-up for NFC-based payment solution:
- Product management and business analysis for the payment
 web application 
- Business roles/players and processes
- Integration with other systems plan and steps.
- Communication with stakeholders and mainly with 
programmers’ dept for clearing everything

 
03/2007 - 06/2007 OpenSource PHP Ninja

IS/IT: Application and system development

Software Technologies Inc (100 - 199 employees)

My responsibilities also included the rewriting of an open
source maintenance system.

 
08/2006 - 03/2007 IT Manager

IS/IT: Consultations, analyses, and project management

Partner24 Bulgaria (20 - 24 employees)

Organisation of the IT unit in the holding, possessing the first 
Bulgarian commercial product – itjobs.bg
- IT development strategies;
- Planning the IT expenses;
- Selection the staff for the unit;
- Leading several teams for development of the holding’s 
internal projects;
- Integration of a work optimization system;
- Call center software development, combined with Asterisk 

 
05/2006 - 03/2007 OpenSource Developer & Consultant

IS/IT: Application and system development

OpenIdeasCompany (6 - 9 employees)

I worked for a partner in Denmark, developing software for 
independent and automatic analysis of the network condition 
in middle and large companies. My tasks were:
- Architecture and design of the web-part
- Data base architecture
- Software architecture and development
- Management of the company’s office in Bulgaria after the 
end of the project in Denmark 

 



03/2004 - 05/2006 Web architect

IS/IT: Application and system development

NetInfo JSCo (25 - 49 employees)
Netinfo is currently the largest web company in Bulgaria. My 
tasks there included:
- Development of advertisement software, showing positions 
in GBG.bg (the part, which is still available and beginning with 
“Today I must..” (“Днес да...”))
- Working on the Abv/ICQ welcome screen
- Development of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs European 
Issues web portal
- Development of internal systems for the gbg.bg, netinfo.bg, 
sportni.bg portals, as well as sites for events, connected to the
 sport portal, which has won a number of awards from BGSITE.
 

 
09/2002 - 03/2004 Web Application developer

IS/IT: Application and system development

WebGate JSC (6 - 9 employees)

Architecture and development of the first Bulgarian
commercial product itjobs.bg and its turning into a platform
for the development of similar websites, initially applied in 5
different countries.

 
04/2001 - 08/2002 Web Developer

IS/IT: Application and system development

XiTeC Tehchnologies GMBH (10 - 19 employees)

Web Developer and web master.
 

Education
 
1990 - 1994 Technikum po elektrotehnika

Electrical engineering, telecommunications, and computer
 technologies

Programming
 

Languages
 
Bulgarian    Proficient / native speaker
 
English    Advanced



 
Czech    Intermediate

Univerzita Karlova v Praze
Czech Language: A2

 

Other Courses/Seminars
 
2015 Algorithms For Clustering Data

Hierarchical Clustering, Ward Algorithm, K-means
 
2015 Pricing Science

Pricing science for Distribution
 
2015 Prescriptive Analytics

The relatively new field of prescriptive analytics allows users
 to “prescribe” a number of different possible actions to and
 guide them towards a solution. In a nutshell, these analytics
 are all about providing advice based on your data.

 
2014 Agile training

All the things needed to become a scrum master
 (non-certification training)

 
2014 Microeconomics

Supply, Demand, Elasticity, etc
 

Knowledge and skills
Driving licence: B, C

Driving actively
 
IT knowledge:    Professional

PHP, R, SQL, NoSQL & Graph Databases, JavaScript, UX and UI
 

Interests
 
Big Data, Predictive analytics, Research, Open Source, Hockey, Hard Rock Music.


